
Jarbas Jácome de Oliveira Júnior 
Born on January 13, 1982, in Natal, Brazil. 
Address: Rua Barros Sobrinho, 149, ap. 302, bl. 1 
CEP.: 50.781-290, Areias, Recife, Brazil 
Email: jandila@gmail.com Skype: jarbensius    Twitter: @jarbasjacome
Phones: + 55 81 32 72 26 94 and + 55 81 88 18 80 08 
http://jarbasjacome.wordpress.com 

Awards: 
• Sergio Motta Art & Technology Award 2009 - Beginning Artist Category 
• Rumos Itaú Cultural Arte Cibernética Award 2007 - Academic Research Category 

Nominations:
• “Twilight of the Idols” has been nominated for the “Interactive Art” category of Prix Ars 

Electronica 2010 by one of the jury members
• “Vitalino” has been nominated for the “Interactive Art” category of FILE PRIX LUX 2010 

by FILE Selection Committee

Education:

Master’s degree in computer science from the Computer Science Center of Universidade Federal de 
Pernambuco (Cin-UFPE) 

Works: 

ViMus: on development free software for real time audiovisual processing, published in GPL v3.0 
since april 2009 and used in my art works. Written in C++ with OpenGL. 
http://jarbasjacome.wordpress.com/vimus-obogui/
Current ViMus developments and source code can be found here:
https://github.com/jarbasjacome/ViMus

“Humano, demasiado humano”, 2010, installation.
http://jarbasjacome.wordpress.com/humano-demasiado-humano/
Exhibitted at Conexões Estéticas, from december 13 to 30, in Fortaleza, Ceará;

“Vitalino”, 2010, installation.
http://jarbasjacome.wordpress.com/vitalino/
Exhibitted at:

• FILE-RIO  2010  –  Festival  Internacional  de  Linguagem Eletrônica,  from october  26  to 
november 7, in Rio de Janeiro;

• Festival Contato 2010, from october 9 to 12, in São Carlos;
• FAD 2010 – Fesival de Arte Digital, from september 2 to october 3, in Belo Horizonte;
• FILE-SP 2010 – Festival Internacional de Linguagem Eletrônica, from july 27 to august 29, 

in São Paulo;
• Festival Continuum 2010, from august 27 to september 12, in Recife; 
• MOSCA 2010 – Mostra de Computação e Arte, from june 10 to july 1st, in Recife.
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“Crepúsculo dos Ídolos”, 2008, installation.
http://jarbasjacome.wordpress.com/crepusculo-dos-idolos
Exhibitted at: 

• I Semana de Educação e Arte Digital do Tocantins 2010, from april 5 to 9, in Palmas-TO;
• Sergio Motta’s Art and Technology Forum 2009, november 3-4, in São Paulo; 
• Festival Continuum 2009, from october 8 to 18, in Recife; 
• FILE-RIO 2009 – Festival Internacional de Linguagem Eletrônica, from march 10 to april 

19, in Rio de Janeiro; 
• CFAV 2008, from november 19 to 21, in Recife; 
• FILE-SP 2008 – Festival Internacional de Linguagem Eletrônica, from august 5 to 31, in 

São Paulo.

Live  visuals:  transforming  public  handmade  drawings  into  computer  generated  graphics 
synchronized by sound in real time, performed at: 

• Coquetel Molotov 2009, september 18 and 19, in Olinda. 
Also played in this event Beirut (USA) and Sebastien Tellier (France) ;

• Zona Mundi 2009, april 17, in Salvador; 
• Emoção Art.ficial 4.0 2008, july 2, in São Paulo
• many others events. 

“Da obselecência programada” 2009 with Lucas Bambozzi and Paulo Beto, performed at: 
• Arte.Mov 2009, november 13, in Belo Horizonte. 

Also played in this event: ANTI-VJ (France). 
• On_Off 2009, july 23, in São Paulo. 

Also played in this event: Ryoji Ikeda (Japan) and D-fuse (UK). 

Skills 
• Programming languages: C++ (8 years of experience), C, Java and Assembly 
• Pure Data experienced user 
• Languages: Portuguese and English
• Brazilian music guitar player 

Artist's Statement 

What initially led me to artistic creation were the possibilities of expression that I've discovered 
since I begun to explore techniques of computer science for image and sound processing in real 
time. Because of that, I got interested in synesthesia and immediate representation in the digital 
world of images and sounds captured from the real world. I've been interested in discussing the 
limits  and restrictions  of  the  digital  world.  But  I’m not  interested  in  overcoming the limits  of 
representation in the digital  world,  because it  is  precisely these limits  that  cause consternation, 
interest, and – for some – repugnance, frustration. Actually, I’m interested in exploring these limits. 

The discovery of these real time techniques made me think of objects that react to visual stimuli and 
sound processed through codes and outputs images immediately. After several experiments was a 
natural move to do so in order to express ideas, feelings. For example, when I discovered by chance 
that I could use the image captured from a TV card to be modified according to the intensity of the 
voice, I had the desire to experience an object on which I could scream and distort the image of an 
open TV channel  whose  content  caused me anger  and so did  the  installation  “Crepúsculo  dos 
Ídolos” (or Twilight of the Idols, from Friedrich Nietzsche’s book). 

I work with computers since I was 12, fascinated by computer graphics special effects used in film. 
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Teenager, I dreamed about being a professional in the field. Not by chance I applied to Computer 
Science at CIn-UFPE where I studied from 2000 to 2004. During this period, I began to play guitar 
and changed my mind about my career. In order to not drop out the undergraduate program because 
of the music, I began to develop in 2003 a software that joins the two stuffs: computing and music. 
The result of this process was ViMus, whose name comes from combining the words "visual" and 
"music". The development of this software, became my computer science master degree dissertation 
theme and at the same time the first ideas of art installations and live performances. In 2008, I 
began to make several live performances in different cities of Brazil and exhibitted “Crepúsculo dos 
Ídolos” at FILE (Festival Internacional de Linguagem Eletrônica) São Paulo in 2008 and FILE Rio 
de Janeiro in 2009. 

In April 2009, I published ViMus – the software written in C++ and OpenGL that I use in all works 
– as open source under GPL v.3.0. Currently I am working to finish its GUI called ViMus OBOGUI 
(Open  Box Graphics  User  Interface),  so  ViMus  can  be  better  used  by  other  artists  and,  most 
important, to be a computar-art education tool.


